Module 4
ART, DESIGN & EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Date
April/May 2021
- Online presence: 26.-28.04. (preparation)
- Classroom presence: 29.04.-08.05.
  - 29.04.: Kick off workshop & talk about the Open Design Studio
  - 30.04.-06.05.: Workshop session
  - 07.05.: Visiting Critic | individual feedback session
- Online presence: 08.-16.05. (feedback & documentation)

Campus
Werkstätte Wattens & University of Innsbruck with access to the prototyping lab and robotic lab

Module Description
The module “Art, Design & Emerging Technologies” conveys knowledge and skills in the field of design, art and emerging technologies. The focus of the module is on the application of current state-of-the-art technologies (e.g. augmented reality, robotic assembly, deep learning) within design, art and architecture as well as their potential and effect on design.

In the Open Design Studio, participants implement complex, individual design or art projects. The methods and applied technologies of the module “Art, Design & Emerging Technologies” are applied and deepened.

Learning Objectives
Participants gain theoretical knowledge and application-orientated understanding in order to apply both when developing concepts for spatial installations, urban interventions or other artistic forms. They are able to use, implement and alter existing tools in order to expand their artistic and design agenda.

ECTS
7,5 ECTS | Discourse & Context | lecture with practice – 5 ECTS
Design & Intervention | Open Design Studio – 2,5 ECTS

Lecturer
Kristina Schinegger
Stefan Rutzinger
Mathias Bank
CV | https://designingfuturerealities.com/lecturers/kristina-schinegger
CV | https://designingfuturerealities.com/lecturers/stefan-rutzinger
CV | https://designingfuturerealities.com/lecturers/mathias-bank

Visiting Critic
Vera Bühlmann
CV | coming soon

Individual module „Art, Design & Emerging Technologies“
For interested creative minds from all industries it is also possible to book the module „Art, Design & Emerging Technologies“ individually. By booking one module only, the course consists of a lecture with classroom presence as well as online presence for preparation before and documentation after the classroom session.

- Costs: € 1.990,-
- Date: 29.04.-08.05.2021
- Requirements & Application: designingfuturerealities.com